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Summary
The ever‐increasing transmission requirements of quality of service (QoS)‐sensitive
applications, especially real‐time multimedia applications, can hardly be met by the
single path routing protocols. Multipath transmission mechanism is a feasible
approach to provide QoS for various applications. On the basis of the general
framework of multipath transport system based on application‐level relay, we
present a relay path allocation scheme, whose goal is to select suitable relay paths,
while balancing the overlay traffic among the different domains and relayers. With
the application‐layer traffic optimization service under the standardization within
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the controller has the topology‐aware
ability to allocate relay paths with excellent routing performance. To further develop
the universality of our method, the controller perceives transmission performance of
relay overlay network through relayers' performance detection processes and, thus,
has the application‐aware ability to allocate relay paths with excellent transmission
performance for different applications by consulting application‐specific
transmission metrics. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed relay path
allocation algorithm performs well in allocating superior relay paths and can balance
the distribution of overlay traffic across domains in different network situations.
K E Y WO R D S
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1 | IN T RO D U C T IO N
Today as the intelligent terminals have become universal,
there are growing QoS‐sensitive applications, especially
real‐time multimedia application. However, various transmission requirements of these applications can hardly be met by
the single path determined by the current network. With the
emergence of various broadband access network technologies, the terminal devices usually connect to the Internet with
high access bandwidth, and thus the bandwidth bottleneck of
data transmission is shifting from access network to the
backbone network.1 Multipath transmission mechanisms
can be a feasible method to provide quality of service
(QoS) for applications with high transmission requirements.2
Multipath transmission could be achieved at different
network layers. In wireless ad hoc networks, there usually
Int J Commun Syst. 2017;30:e3245.
https://doi.org/10.1002/dac.3245

exist multiple paths between any source and destination
nodes3,4 Dynamic source routing5 is used to discover all the
possible routes between source to destination. In the Internet,
equal cost multipath routing6 is used by open shortest path
first 7 and routing information protocol8 to route packets along
multiple equal cost paths. In multiprotocol label switching9
network, signaling protocols, such as resource reservation
protocol–traffic engineering10 and constraint‐based routing
label distribution protocol,11 can be used to setup multiple
paths between routers. However, these solutions have not be
widely deployed in current network because of excessively
high cost of the networking infrastructure. In addition, the
network layer cannot provide end‐to‐end multipath transport
capability. At the transport layer, SCTP12 and TCP are adapted
to support multipath transport capability. However, these
protocols are connection‐oriented and reliable and thus
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unsuitable for real‐time applications. And the communicating
end points need to be multihomed, which leads to the limitation of application. The application layer is a reasonable
alternative to provide multipath transport capability. Many
important applications, such as content delivery networks,13
QoS support,14 resilient routing,15 and application‐layer
multicast,16 have been proposed through application‐layer
mechanisms.
In our previous work, a general framework of multipath
transport system based on application‐level relay (MPTS‐
AR) was presented to implement multipath transport using
overlay network.17,18 In MPTS‐AR, a relay overlay network
composed of a centralized controller and a large amount of
relayers is deployed to provide general multipath transport
service for various end‐to‐end applications. Working as a
controllable router in application layer, relayers provide
lightweight UDP‐based forwarding service and are used to
construct multiple relay paths between sources and destinations. The centralized controller is in charge of managing
relayers and end‐to‐end relay paths. The generality of
MPTS‐AR is embodied in 2 aspects: (1) easy to deploy—
there are no additional requirement for end points' network
access and any changes in network infrastructure and (2)
universality—relayers do not need to care about end‐to‐end
transmission requirements, which are met in end points by
performing application‐specific transmission control
functions.
In MPTS‐AR, the controller need to allocate superior
candidate relay paths for any source and destination pair.
Multiple factors should be considered during the relay path
allocation process. First, the allocated relay paths should be
matched with the underlying physical network topology. A
significant amount of cross–Internet service provider (ISP)
traffic that are produced by popular overlay applications
may overload some links and thus lead to frequent network
congestion.19 One key reason is that overlay applications cannot get reliable underlying network topology information
when allocating overlay paths. Second, the path allocation
process should be tightly integrated with upper applications.
Different types of upper applications have different preferred
performance metrics of data transmission, which should be
consulted in allocating paths. That is, whether a relay path
is superior should depend on the transmission requirements
of the corresponding upper application. Third, besides
routing and transmission performances of relay paths, the
processing capacities of relayers also need to be considered
at the same time, which limits the number of data flows
relayers can support simultaneously. The goal of a good relay
path allocation scheme should be to allocate relay paths with
excellent routing and transmission performance while
balancing load among and within domains.
In this paper, we propose a relay path allocation scheme
used in MPTS‐AR framework. Application‐layer traffic optimization (ALTO) service19–23 is introduced in MPTS‐AR.
ALTO service proposed by the Internet Engineering Task
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Force (IETF) advocates network operators to initiatively
provide reliable information of underlying network topology
to distributed overlay applications. With the underlying network information provided by ALTO service, the controller
organizes relayers into groups, ie, operator‐defined domains,
and thus has the topology‐aware ability to allocate relay paths
with excellent routing performance. Meanwhile, the controller obtains transmission performance information between
relayers with the aid of relayers' performance detection processes converts them into transmission performance between
operator‐defined domains, and thus has the application‐aware
ability to allocate relay paths with excellent transmission performance for various applications. In addition, the controller
collects and maintains load information of relayers, converts
them into the overall loads of operator‐defined domains
and, thus, has the ability to balance load among domains
and relayers. We also present a relay path cost evaluation
method with comprehensive consideration of various factors.
Moreover, based on this path cost evaluation method, a
concrete relay path allocation algorithm is proposed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review the related work about ALTO service and MPTS‐
AR framework. In Section 3, we describe in detail the
proposed topology‐ and application‐aware relay path
allocation scheme. Section 4 presents the performance studies.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 | REL ATED WO RK S
In this section, we briefly describe ALTO service, and our
previous work on the basis of which the proposed relay path
allocation scheme will be developed.

2.1 | ALTO service
ALTO working group in IETF proposed the ALTO
service.19–23 Network operators are advocated to initiatively
provide more reliable underlying network information to
overlay applications at configurable granularities. Figure 1
shows the overall architecture of ALTO system. An ALTO
server collects network information in many ways, for example
routing protocols, dynamic network information, static
configuration, provisioning policies, and the third parties. An
ALTO client requests available ALTO information from the
ALTO server using the ALTO protocol.20 ALTO information
services include the map service and 3 additional services.
The map service provides ALTO clients with the core
ALTO information which is divided into network map and
cost map. An ALTO network map divides the aggregation
of network end points into network location groupings which
are identified by provider‐defined identifiers (PIDs).19 A
network location grouping may denote from a subnet to a
set of autonomous systems. Therefore, network topology
information is specified in an indirect and network‐agnostic
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Architecture structure of application‐layer traffic optimization

(ALTO)

way through PIDs. Corresponding to a network map, An
ALTO cost map describes path costs of all PID pairs.19 An
ALTO server can modify network resource consumption
patterns by indicating path costs amongst network locations.
Path costs are generic and network providers can also
compute path costs internally according to their own policies.
2.2 | Our previous work
MPTS‐AR is a general framework for multipath transport in
the application layer. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of
MPTS‐AR framework. It defines 3 kinds of logical entities

FIGURE 2

The functional structure of the MPTS‐AR

and the corresponding communication protocols. Relay
service system, which comprises a controller and a huge
amount of relayers, provides data relay service for user
agents. User agent, which is located in end points, collects
multiple paths from controller directly or through an out‐
of‐band signaling server indirectly such as SIP proxy server,
and autonomously distributes data over multiple paths
including the default path and 1 or more relay paths. A relay
path passes through 1 or more relayers. The default path is
the direct path between source and destination and
generated by the routing protocol. Sometimes the default
path chosen by routing protocol is limited by the network
operators' local policies based on criteria other than network
efficiency and thus is the suboptimal chose from the user's
perspective.
The centralized controller is in charge of managing
relayers and relay paths. The design of the centralized control
in MPTS‐AR is based on the following considerations. On
the one hand, the centralized control mode allows network
operators or third parties to participate in or even be in charge
of the actual deployment of MPTS‐AR. Network operators
usually have full knowledge of network topology and
policies. With the use of these network information, controller can allocate superior topology‐aware relay paths. On the
other hand, the behaviors of large quantities of end points
and relay nodes can be greatly simplified. End points and
relay nodes do not need to know the details of the allocation
process of relay paths and the topology of relay overlay
network. Therefore, MPTP‐AR framework is very easy to
deploy and has significant scalability.
Relayers are in charge of forwarding packets based on a
local path table that is maintained according to the instructions from controller. Relayers only provide a simple and
efficient UDP‐based packet forwarding function and do not
need to care about end‐to‐end transmission requirements of
data flows which they are serving. As a preferred deployment
mode, ISPs can actively and strategically deploy a large
number of proprietary servers across the whole Internet and
rent them to overlay service providers who provide relay
service for users.
In our previous work, we presented a relay path allocation
algorithm facilitated by ALTO service. The controller
collects network information using ALTO service and uses
these information to allocate relay paths. However, this work
did not take into account different transmission requirements
of various upper applications. MPTS‐AR is designed to be
applicable to various upper applications. Different upper
application types have different preferred performance
metrics of data transmission. For example, interactive
applications prioritize short end‐to‐end delay over high
throughput; file sharing applications prioritize low packet
loss rate over short end‐to‐end delay. The relay path
allocation process should be integrated with the transmission
requirements of upper applications.
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3 | T H E PRO P O S E D TO P O L O GY‐ A ND
A P P L I CAT I O N‐ AWA R E RE L AY PAT H
A L L O CAT I O N S C H E M E
3.1 | Functional architecture of controller
As shown in Figure 3, a controller consists of 4 logical
modules. The ALTO client module collects network information from ALTO servers. It can get the address of an ALTO
server by a variety of ways, such as static configuration and
ALTO service discovery mechanism.22 The controller
obtains the underlying network infrastructure information
from the network maps and cost maps. Therefore, it has the
ability of network topology awareness.
The relayer management module manages all relayers in
its region. A relayer registers with the controller and indicates
that it is ready to provide relay service. During the connection
lifetime, the relayer may pause relay service for some reason.
For example, when a relayer is overloaded, it may refuse
providing relay service for any new data flow for a while
and restart relay service after a while. For each registered
relayer, the relayer management module periodically collects
its dynamic load information including the number of data
flows being served, CPU usage, network bandwidth utilization, etc. Relayer information, such as registration status,
static capabilities, relay service provisioning, and load, is
maintained in a relayer table.
With network and relayer information, the relay overlay
network management module could organize relayers in its
region in terms of PIDs and convert relayer information (in

FIGURE 3

The functional structure of the controller in MPTS‐AR
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the relayer table) into corresponding PID information (stored
in PID load table and performance maps). This module
generates the optimal PID relay paths for all PID pairs and
stores them in PID relay path table, which will be updated
when network or load information changes. This module's
behavior will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
The relay path management module is in charge of
handling relay path allocation and release requests from user
agents. A relay path allocation request includes the data flow
information, such as transport requirements, source and
destination location information, and so on. IP relay paths
are generated according to the data flow information and
optimal PID path stored in the PID relay path table. The
controller notifies each relayer on the selected relay paths
and the path allocation requester the information of allocated
paths which is also stored in IP relay path table. When
receiving a relay path release request, this module lookups
the corresponding relay paths in IP relay path table and
release them through interacting with relayers on these paths.
3.2 | Topology awareness
With the ALTO network map, the relay overlay network
management module maps each relayer to a PID that
provides “coverage” for the relayer's IP address. The PID that
a relayer mapped to is called a relay PID. Obviously, each
relay PID contains 1 or more relayers. Therefore, the controller
organizes relayers into groups according to the underlying
network topology, and can perform the same relay path
allocation policy on relayers mapped to the same group.
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As shown in Figure 4, the controller organizes the relay
overlay network into a 2‐layer model. The lower layer is a
discrete network composed of a large number of relayers.
The controller communicates with each relayer and maintains
its capacity and load information. The upper layer is a full‐
mesh network composed of PID nodes. The controller maintains performance information of overlay links between any 2
PID nodes in performance maps, which will be described in
detail in Section 3.3. Assuming that the number of relayers
is N, the number of PID nodes is M, apparently M < <N.
The magnitude of information maintained in the controller
is O(N + M2). With the increase of users in the system, operators can deploy more relayers to share the increased overlay
load. At this point, the maintained information in the controller scales linearly with the number of relayers in lower layer.
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that this path passes through. IP ‐ Psrc_ip − > dst_ip can be
mapped to PID ‐ PPIDsrc − > PIDdst, the corresponding relay
path in terms of PIDs. PID ‐ PPIDsrc − > PIDdst = (PIDsrc,
PIDn1, ... , PIDnpr, PIDdst), PIDsrc, PIDni (1 ≤ i ≤ pr), and
PIDdst provide coverage for src_ip, Rni. and dst_ip,
respectively.
According to rule 1, it is clear that PIDni ≠ PIDsrc , PIDdst
(1 ≤ i ≤ pr), and PIDni ≠ PIDnj (∀i , j ∈ [1, pr], and i ≠ j).
Different IP relay paths would have similar routing
performance (ie, routing costs) if they are mapped to the same
PID relay path. Therefore, the relay path allocation problem
is translated to selecting a PID relay path between PIDsrc
and PIDdst for the given src_ip and dst_ip.

3.4 | Application awareness
3.3 | PID relay path
Compared with 1 relayer in a PID appearing on a relay path, 2
or more relayers belonging to 1 PID appearing on a relay path
will not change the network location groups passed through by
this path. More than 1 relayer in a PID appearing on a relay
path does not improve the transmission performance of this
relay path and increases delay caused by the additional
relayer's processing procedure. Therefore, relay path follows
the following simple rule.
Rule 1: A relay path passes through at most 1 relayer from
each relay PID.
The addresses of source and destination of a data flow are
denoted as src_ip and dst_ip, respectively. An IP relay path
between src_ip and dst_ip is denoted as IP − Psrc_ip − > dst_ip,
which is composed of the IP addresses of relayers the relay
path passes through. IP − Psrc_ip − > dst_ip = (src_ip, Rn1, ... ,
Rnpr, dst_ip), 1 ≤ n1 , . . . , npr ≤ NR. NR is the number of all
registered relayers, pr is the number of relayers in this path,
and Rni(1 ≤ i ≤ pr) refers to the IP address of the ith relayer

The 2‐layer topology model of relay
overlay network organized in controller

FIGURE 4

Application awareness in this paper refers to the ability that
the controller allocates optimal relay paths according to the
preferred performance metrics of data transmission for upper
applications. The controller perceives performance information of relay overlay network with the aid of performance
detection processes between relayers. During the registration
or keep‐alive process of a relayer, the controller selects
k (k > =1) registered relayers in each relay PID randomly
and send their address information back to the relayer.
A relayer maintains a relayer list and periodically
performs performance detection process. The path between
2 relayers is called an overlay link. Different overlay
applications and background traffics share many of the same
network resources and may compete for these resources with
each other. In addition, relayers works in the application layer
and thus cannot control the network resources in physical
network layer. Therefore, relayers can only get performance
information of overlay links between them and other relayers
in the list by the detection mechanism.
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Relayers use a set of metric evaluators to evaluate overlay
links. A metric evaluator provides a number quantifying how
“good” an overlay link is in terms of that metric. By default,
every relayer implements 2 different metric evaluators:
latency evaluator and loss evaluator. In an actual deployment
of MPTS‐AR framework, new performance metrics, such as
throughput and delay jitter, can be added according to the
transmission requirements of upper applications; and even
new performance metrics can be constructed specifically for
some applications. To do that, relayers only need to be
extended to support the corresponding metric evaluators.
Latency evaluator periodically sends latency probe
packets to each relayer in the list, and gets a new round‐trip
latency sample. Similar to Postel,24 the latency estimate of
an overlay link is obtained by calculating a weighted moving
average rather than individual samples. Let lij denote the
overlay link between relayers Ri and Rj. Its latency estimate
R_Delayij is updated as
R_Delayij ¼ αR_Delayij þ ð1−αÞNew_Sampleij :

(1)

For a relay path, its overall latency is the sum of the
latencies of all individual overlay links it passes:
RPATH_Delaypath ¼ ∑lij∈path R_Delayij :

(2)

Loss evaluator periodically sends a sequence of consecutive loss probe packets to each relayer in the list and gets a
new 2‐way packet loss rate sample from which 1‐way loss
rate sample could be computed by simply assuming symmetric loss rates. The loss evaluator estimates loss rate using
the average of the last loss_rate_avg_k (which defaults to
100) probe samples. It has been shown that the above average method could get a better result than the exponential
weighted moving average method.25 Let R_Lossrateij
denotes the packet loss rate estimate of the overlay link lij.
Loss metrics are multiplicative on a relay path if losses are
assumed to be independent:




RPATH_Lossratepath ¼ 1−∏lij∈path 1−R_Lossrateij : (3)

Relayers mapped to the same PID usually have similar
routing performance. And relayer pairs located in the same
2 PIDs would have similar transmission performance of
overlay links. Considering the routing costs in ALTO cost
map are given in terms of PIDs, it is reasonable and feasible to convert relay information into corresponding PID
information. Moreover, transmission performance between
2 PIDs, in turn, can also represent the transmission performance between any 2 relayers located in these 2 PIDs.
Transmission performance between 2 PIDs can be calculated using transmission performances between relayers
located in these 2 PIDs. By default, the controller computes
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and maintains latency and packet loss rate performance of
all PID pairs and stores them in latency performance map
and loss performance map separately. Let PID_Delayij
denote latency estimate between a pair of PIDs PIDi and
PIDj, and it can be computed as the average of latency performances of all relayer pairs of which 1 relayer is located
in PIDi and the other in PIDj. Similarly, PID_Lossrateij
denotes packet loss rate estimate between PIDi and PIDj
and can be computed in the same way:
PID_Delayij ¼ avgRk∈PIDi;Rm∈PIDj ðR_Delaykm Þ;
PID_Lossrateij ¼ avgRk∈PIDi;Rm∈PIDj ðR_Lossratekm Þ:

(4)

(5)

3.5 | Load balancing
When only routing performance (ie, routing cost) or transmission performance between relayers were considered,
some hot relayers may be overloaded. Load information of
relayers should also be considered when allocating relay
paths. Considering the routing costs in cost maps and transmission performances in performance maps all given in terms
of PIDs, we use the overall load of a PID rather than the loads
of individual relayers. The PID's overall load is calculated
with individual relayers' load and stored in a PID load table.
For any relayer, Ri, its load rate R_Loadratei can be calculated as the ratio of the number of data flows being undertaken dividing by the maximum number of data flows that
it can undertake. For any PID, PIDi, its load rate
PID_Loadratei is computed as the average of the load rates
of all relayers mapped to PIDi:
PID_Loadratei ¼ avgRk∈PIDi ðR_Loadratek Þ:

(6)

3.6 | Path cost evaluation
Given ALTO cost maps, performance maps, and PID load
table, the relay path allocation problem can be formalized into
a graph theory problem. The relay overlay network topology
is modeled as a connected directed weighted graph G = (V, E),
where vertex set V is the set of PIDs and edge set E
is the set of overlay links between PID pairs.
∀PIDk ∈ V(1 ≤ k ≤ NPID), where NPID is the number of PIDs.
∀eij ∈ E, eij= <PIDi , PIDj>, 1 ≤ i , j ≤ NPID. PIDk corresponds
to a weight which indicates the overall load rate of this PID,
ie, PID_Loadratek. Each edge eij corresponds to 3 weights
which indicate the latency, packet loss rate, and routing cost
of the overlay link between PIDi and PIDj, ie, PID_Delayij,
PID_Lossrateij, and PID_Routecostij. PID_Routecostij
denotes the routing cost between PIDi and PIDj.
The path cost of a PID path, PID ‐ PPIDsrc −
> PIDdst = (PIDsrc, PIDn1, ... , PIDnpr, PIDdst), is defined as
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PCostPIDsrc−>PIDdst ¼ a1 ×PPATH_RoutecostPIDsrc−>PIDdst(7)

value here. Table 1 lists some required notations and their
meanings.

þa2 ×PPATH_LoadratePIDsrc −>PIDdst
þa3 ×PPATH_QoSPIDsrc−>PIDdst

(7)

þa4 ×pr×RC;
where a1, a2, a3, and a4 are configuration parameters and
a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 = 1. The parameter values can be configured
according to the supported applications and actual deployment. In simulation experiments in Section 4, we give some
examples of how to choose the parameter values.
PPATH_RoutecostPIDsrc − > PIDdst denotes the PID path's
total routing performance, which can be computed as the
sum of routing costs of all overlay links connecting adjacent
PIDs, ie,
PPATH_Routecost PIDsrc−>PIDdst ¼ ∑ PID_Routecost ni niþ1 ;
0≤i≤pr

(8)
where PIDn0 = PIDsrc and PIDnpr + 1 = PIDdst.
PPATH_LoadratePIDsrc − > PIDdst denotes the PID path's
total load rate which can be computed as the maximum of
load rates of all PIDs in the PID path, ie,
PPATH_LoadratePIDsrc−>PIDdst ¼ Max ðPID_Loadrateni Þ:
1≤i≤pr

(9)
PPATH_QoSPIDsrc − > PIDdst denotes the transmission performance of the PID path. It is very difficult for the controller
to optimize multiple transmission performance metrics simultaneously. For example, a path with low packet loss rate may
have a high latency. Currently, the goal of the relay path allocation scheme is to allow the controller to allocate optimal
relay paths using a single metric. In other word,
PPATH_QoSPIDsrc − > PIDdst can denote 1 of latency, loss
rate, and other performance of PID path. Latency
performance of PID ‐ PPIDsrc − > PIDdst, denoted as
PPATH_DelayPIDsrc − > PIDdst, can be computed as the sum
of latencies of all overlay links connecting adjacent PIDs, ie,

3.7 | Superior relay path allocation algorithm
Studies have found that an overlay path passing through a
single relayer usually has close performance with that passing
through multiple relayers.18,19 Our path allocation algorithm
is based on these results on overlay network. In addition,
interworking between different carrier networks in some
countries such as China is very poor. In China, if a data flow
passes through 2 or more carrier networks belonging to
different operators, the end‐to‐end user communication
experience is usually unsatisfactory. Considering the
complex networking environment in these countries, we
define the following rule:
Rule 2: A relay path passes through at most 2 relayers.
Therefore, pr = 0, 1 or 2 in Equation 7. As shown in
Figure 5, there are 2 hops at most in a PID relay path.
In the 2‐layer model of relay overlay network, the full‐
mesh network composed of PID nodes in upper layer is on
a small scale relative to the discrete network composed of
relayers in lower layer. It is feasible that the controller maintains information about multiple alternate relay paths for all
performance metrics and among them are selected according
TABLE 1

A list of some required notations and their meanings

Symbol

Meaning

PID

An identifier of a network location group which is
defined in ALTO service

Ri

The relayer with the label i

lij

The overlay link between relayer Ri and relayer Rj

R_Delayij

The latency estimate of the overlay link lij

R_Lossrateij

The packet loss rate estimate of the overlay link lij

R_Loadratei

The load rate of Ri

PIDsrc

The PID that can provide coverage for src_ip

PIDdst

The PID that can provide coverage for dst_ip

PID_Delayij

The latency estimate between PIDi and PIDj

PID_Lossrateij

The packet loss rate estimate between PIDi and
PIDj

PID_Loadratei

The load rate of PIDi

IP ‐ Psrc_ip −

An IP relay path between src_ip and dst_ip, which
is composed of the IP addresses of relayers the
relay path passes through

> dst_ip

PPATH_DelayPIDsrc−>PIDdst ¼ ∑ PID_Delayni niþ1 : (10)
0≤i≤pr

PID ‐ PPIDsrc −

Loss rate performance of PID ‐ PPIDsrc − > PIDdst, denoted
as PPATH_LossratePIDsrc − > PIDdst, is multiplicative on a
PID path if losses are assumed to be independent, which
can be computed as
PPATH_LossratePIDsrc−>PIDdst ¼ 1− ∏




1−PID_Lossrateni niþ1 :

0≤i≤pr

> PIDdst

PPATH_RoutecostPIDsrc

RC denotes the consumed resources and induced additional delay of a relayer for a subflow. RC is set to a constant

The total routing cost of PID ‐ PPIDsrc −

> PIDdst

− > PIDdst

PPATH_LoadratePIDsrc

The total load rate of PID ‐ PPIDsrc −

> PIDdst

− > PIDdst

PPATH_QoSPIDsrc
− > PIDdst

The transmission performance of PID ‐ PPIDsrc
− > PIDdst

PPATH_DelayPIDsrc

(11)

Relay path between PIDsrc and PIDdst which is
composed of the PIDs that this path passes
through

− > PIDdst

The latency performance of PID ‐ PPIDsrc
− > PIDdst

RPATH_Lossratepath

The loss rate performance of PID ‐ PPIDsrc

PCostPIDsrc −

The path cost of PID ‐ PPIDsrc −

− > PIDdst
> PIDdst

> PIDdst
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FIGURE 5
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Two‐hop at most relay paths in MPTS‐AR

to the preferred transmission performance metric of current
upper application. In our design, the controller calculates
optimal PID relay paths for each chosen performance metric
for all PID pairs using Equation 7 and based on Dijkstra's
shortest‐path algorithm. When cost maps, network maps,
performance maps, and PID load table have any change, the
controller needs to recalculate the optimal PID relay paths.
When receiving a relay path allocation request, the
controller uses the following algorithm to determine a desired
IP relay path.
Algorithm 1. the IP relay path generation algorithm.
Input: source address src_ip, destination address dst_ip,
and flow type flow_type.
Output: a desired IP relay path between src_ip and dst_ip.
1. Determine the preferred transmission performance
metric pref_metric according to flow_type.
2. Map src_ip to PIDsrc and map dst_ip to PIDdst.
3. Get the PID relay path PID ‐ PPIDsrc − > PIDdst from the
corresponding PID relay path table with pref_metric.
4. If there is no other PID in PID ‐ PPIDsrc − > PIDdst apart
from PIDsrc and PIDdst. Determine the PID with a
smaller PID load rate from PIDsrc and PIDdst, and select
a relayer Rselected from it randomly.Return with the IP
relay path (src_ip , Rselected , dst_ip).5.If PID ‐ PPIDsrc
− > PIDdst has 1 or 2 intermediate PIDs (denoted as
PIDmid or PIDmid1 and PIDmid2) apart from PIDsrc and
PIDdst.Select a relayer from each PID randomly (Rselected
from PIDmid, or Rselected1 and Rselected2from PIDmid1 and
PIDmid2).Return with the IP relay path (src_ip ,
Rselected , dst_ip) or (src_ip , Rselected1 , Rselected2 , dst_ip).

4 | P ERF O RM A NC E ST UD I ES
We conducted simulation experiments to evaluate performance of the proposed path allocation algorithm, including
the ability to find superior relay paths and balance overlay
traffic among PIDs and relayers.
4.1 | Simulation setup
A large operator provided us with a data set of real operational costs which were converted into ALTO map service.
Network locations were grouped into 9 PIDs in the network
map, and the routing costs for any PID pair were conveyed
in the corresponding cost map. With the network map, a network topology was simulated. 3 relayers were deployed in
each PID. 1000 nodes that play roles of the sender or receiver
of data flows were generated and evenly distributed across all
PIDs domains.
These 1000 nodes randomly generated relay path allocation requests following Poisson distribution with rate λ. The
allocation requests carry the oncoming data flow type and
the addresses of source and destination, which were
randomly chosen among 1000 nodes. The duration of a data
flow follows exponential distribution with a mean of
2 minutes. According to Ning et al,14 the offered load of
relay overlay network is defined as ρ ¼ ðλ*h=μ*ð∑C i ÞÞ ,
where Ci is the capacity of the ith relayer and ∑C i is the
sum of capacities of all the relayers in the network. For simplicity, each relayer uniformly has the capacity of 100 units
and each data flow consumes 1 unit capacity of relayers it
passes through. Therefore, a relayer can concurrently provide
relay service for up to 100 data flows. h is the mean hops in
relay paths. In our simulations, its value is set to 1 or 2. To
fully test performance of the proposed algorithm under
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various offered loads, we vary the value of μ during the
simulation process.
Most of the interdomain traffic only flows through a
small subset of autonomous domains. Therefore, similar
to Ning et al,14 simulation experiments are repeated on
the scenarios I and II to simulate different dynamic
network situations. Scenario II is more consistent with the
real‐world network environment in which most of network
traffic distribution is concentrated in only a small few of
autonomous domains. Relative to scenario II, scenario I
has a relatively balanced network traffic distribution and
is used to evaluate algorithm performance in a worse‐case
scenario.
1. Scenario I: 80 percent of source and destination pairs in
relay path allocation requests are from 50 percent of
PIDs, whereas others are uniformly distributed among
all the other PIDs.
2. Scenario II: 80 percent of source and destination pairs in
the relay path allocation requests are from 25 percent of
PIDs, whereas others are uniformly distributed among all
the other PIDs.

4.2 | Simulation results and discussions
For the scenarios I and II, the proposed relay path allocation
algorithm was used to provide relay paths to oncoming data
flows. Two performance metrics were measured in the
simulation experiments.
4.2.1 | Superior path rate (SPR)

We introduce this performance metric to evaluate the ability
of the proposed algorithm to allocate high‐quality relay paths
for oncoming data flows. It is computed as
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SPR ¼

Number of superior relay paths
:
Number of all allocated relay paths

(13)

To objectively evaluate the quality of a relay path, the relative performance of the relay path is used and calculated as
the ratio of the performance of the relay path to that of the
corresponding default path generated by the routing protocol.
Routing performance (ie, routing cost) or transmission performance (ie, latency performance) can be used as the performance of a path. We set a threshold, denoted as α, for the
relative performance of a relay path. A relay path is marked
as superior if its relative performance is less than the threshold α. The controller needs to allocate multiple relay paths for
each data flow. It is important to note that our goal is to
allocate multiple relay paths with acceptable performance
relative to the default path. There is no need to ensure that
each of them has better performance than the default path.
So α may be more than 1.
Figures 6 and 7 show the simulation results with varying
α in scenarios I and II, respectively. In Figures 6A and 7A,
the path performance is calculated as its routing performance, ie, a1 = 1, a2 = a3 = a4 = 0. In Figures 6B and 7B,
the path performance is calculated as its latency
performance, ie, a2 = 1, a1 = a3 = a4 = 0. From the 2 figures,
we can observe that the proposed algorithm has high SPR
for different path performance evaluation criterions and
network situations. In Figure 6, the α = 0.9 case indicates
that about 40 percent of the allocated relay paths are
superior to the default path when offered load is a little
overloaded (ie, ρ ≤ 0.8); the line of α = 1.0 indicates that
the performance of about 80 percent of the allocated relay
paths is comparable to that of default path when offered
load is moderate (ie, ρ ≤ 0.6); the line of α = 1.5 indicates
that the performance of about 90 percent of the allocated
relay paths is acceptable when offered load is moderate.

FIGURE 6 SPR with different values of α in scenario I (the performance of a path is calculated as its routing and latency performance respectively in panels a
and b and for Equation 7 a1 = 1 in panel a and a2 = 1 in panel b)
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SPR with different values of α in scenario II (the performance of a path is calculated as its routing and latency performance respectively in panels a
and b, and for Equation 7 a1 = 1 in panel a and a2 = 1 in panel b)

FIGURE 7

We also observe another trend that the SPRs decrease when
offered load increases. This is because it is difficult to find a
relay path with superior performance when most relayers are
nearly overloaded. The advantage in scenario II is more significant than that in scenario I. This is because scenario II
has more concentrated traffic distribution and in this case
the proposed algorithm can find superior relay paths
through other PIDs.
Varying combinations of routing performance, transmission performance, and load rate in equation 7 were simulated.
The load rates of relayers and PIDs were calculated as stated
in Section 3.5. Figures 8 and Figure 9 show the simulation
results of some combinations in the 2 scenarios. In Figures 8A
and 9A, the performance of a path is calculated as its routing
performance, and a3 = a4 = 0. In Figures 8B and 9B, the performance of a path is calculated as its latency performance,
and a1 = a4 = 0. In both figures, the threshold α is set to 1.2.

Results show that SPR is low when the parameter a2 has a
higher value, especially a2 = 1 in which case path cost is
determined entirely by the load rate. Although considering
only the load rate could perform well in load balance among
PIDs and relayers, it would also cause high routing cost or
poor transmission performance in many cases. As shown in
Figures 8 and 9, both cases of a2 = 0.3 and a2 = 0 provide
close performance. This is because only when the overlay
load of a PID reaches a certain value, the proposed algorithm
performs load balance among PIDs. And only in this case, the
routing cost increases or the transmission performance
reduces.

4.2.2 | PID load deviation (PLD)

We introduce this performance metric to evaluate the ability
of the proposed algorithm to evenly distribute the overlay

SPR with varying combinations of routing performance, transmission performance, and load rate in Equation 7 in scenario I (α is set to 1.2, the
performance of a path is calculated as its routing and latency performance respectively in panels a and b)

FIGURE 8
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SPR with varying combinations of routing performance, transmission performance, and load rate in Equation 7 in scenario II (α is set to 1.2, the
performance of a path is calculated as its routing and latency performance respectively in panels a and b)

FIGURE 9

FIGURE 10

PLD with varying combinations of routing performance, transmission performance, and load rate in Equation 7 in scenario I

FIGURE 11

PLD with varying combinations of routing performance, transmission performance, and load rate in equation 7 in scenario II
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traffic among different domains and relayers. PLD is defined
as follows:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2
PID
∑Ni¼1
PID_Loadratei −PID_Loadrate
PLD ¼
:
N PID

ET AL.

our method performs well in allocating superior relay paths
with excellent routing and transmission performance, and
meanwhile has the ability to trade off between path
performances and load balance among relayers.

(14)

PID_Loadratei is the load rate of the ith PID,
PIDLoadrate is the average of load rates of all PIDs, and NPID
is the number of PIDs. The load rates of relayers and PIDs
were calculated as stated in Section 3.4.
Figures 10 and 11 depict the PLD variations of some
combinations in the 2 scenarios. We observe that the PLD
of the proposed relay path allocation algorithm increases as
a2 reduces, and PLD has a high value when the parameter
a2 has a lower value, especially when a2 = 0, that is, path cost
is computed entirely as the routing or transmission performance. This is because taking only the path performance
(routing or transmission performance) into account could
allocate superior paths with low routing cost or latency but
would lead to load imbalance among PIDs, ie, among
relayers. The amplitude variation of PID in scenario 1 is
much less than that in scenario II because it has more concentrated traffic distribution. As shown in Figures 10 and 11,
when the overlay load reaches a certain value, the a2 = 0.3
case has less PLD than the a2 = 0 case. The same conclusion
can be drawn from Figures 8 and 9. These 4 figures indicate
that the overhead of slight load imbalance is not significant
considering the gain in SPR when the offered overlay load
is low.
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